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One of the special things about Arawa Bougainville is the access to quite a 
range of fruits and vegetables not often seen in more temperate zones. 

King of fruits here is the coconut, with which I’m 
sure pretty well all our trusted readers are 
familiar but I wonder how many would know what 
to do with one if it were given them. The green 
fruit produces a healthy drink, known here as 
Kulau, that is a pretty good electrolyte substitute 
if dehydrated, but the flesh is nothing special at 
that stage. The milk appears to be often under 
pressure so a misplaced dig into one of the 
softer holes near the top of the nut or a 
misplaced cut can end up with a stream of sticky 
fluid in your face, but that apart, a Kulau costing 
up to a Kina (50cNZ) gives the equivalent of two 
cans of Coke and is much better for you. 
Unfortunately they don’t get the advertising budgets of Coke and its sidekicks, 
no doubt contributing to the mini-epidemic of diabetes in the area. (Recent 
catchy TV jingle – “Coke and Kai” – hey folks it’s cool to drink Coke with your 
meals!)  

Using the mature coconut is a little trickier. Apart from collecting your coconut 
from the top of a ridiculously tall spindly tree and taking a daily gamble with 
your life walking under the trees (usually best to buy in 
the market), then removing the outer husk by beating 
the coconut against a steel spike protruding from the 
ground, the fruit is very hard –but fortunately 
reasonably brittle. Several hard knocks with the back of 
a large knife around the “equator” of a nut quickly splits 
it, spilling the milk all over your feet or whatever 
carelessly happens to be underneath. The mature fruit 
milk is nothing special and is usually discarded. The flesh 
around the inside of the shell is scraped off on a 
particularly unfriendly looking device attached to a small 
stool. This sharp serrated ‘spoon’ is usually handled with 
some care because a mistimed scrape can remove a 
significant quantity of flesh from the heel of your thumb or 
a piece of finger. The next picture shows Rosie using the 
device and collecting the scrapings in a bowl below. Too 
much shaving and you end up with sawdust in your 
coconut (as well as any flesh and blood collected along 
the way). Coconut milk is extracted by mixing the 
shavings with a quantity of water and then removing them, squeezing to 
remove as much milk as possible. This milk is an important flavour and 
nutrient ingredient in local cooking, as the basic staple foods (sweet potatoes, 
tapioc, yam) are fairly bland and starchy. Coconut has a reputation for being 

 

 

 



high in cholesterol, but it doesn’t seem to do the locals much harm, and I 
suspect the health threat is somewhat overplayed. The first picture following 
shows coconut flesh shavings mixed with water, and the next shows Rosie 
extracting the milk. The desiccated coconut you buy from shops is the dried 
shavings (I wonder how much of the milk is removed before the shavings are 
dried?)The third picture shows Rosie reading the recipe by torchlight after the 
generator had been suddenly switched off in the late afternoon. Cooking in 
the dark is another aspect of Arawa life! 

  

The next few pictures show some of the standard fare for us:- 

   

From left to right we have tapioc, a type of mandarin (ripe while still green), 
rambutans (in indonesian this means “hairy fruit” and they are a variation on 
leechies), partly scraped coconut, aubergines and Ibeka, and green beans.  

There are some weird and wonderful root tubers that get eaten, some of 
which we haven’t been brave enough to try. Potatoes are quite rare and more 
expensive, along with onions that appear to be mostly imported from Australia 
or New Zealand and can cost K2 (NZ$1) for one small onion! 

 Apart from Ibeka, there is also a number of shoots sold as greens, including 
fresh choko tips and a type of fern. These are often cooked with Maggi 
noodles and coconut milk, and sometimes with some spam or bully beef 
added. 

 Aubergines are probably not as tasty as the larger purple ones back in NZ 
but are quite acceptable.  

There are interesting varieties of beans. Those in the picture look pretty 
ordinary but are in fact cut in half. There are larger beans that look a bit like  
long cucumbers and some with a lace-like star shaped profile that are quite 
tasty. 



Tomatoes are usually quite plentiful along with boc-choi(?), green onions, 
paw-paws, pineapples, avocadoes, and gallip nuts (delicious roasted), 
although all can be seasonal. 

A couple of stranger fruit are pictured below:- 

 

   

The first, an Indonesian fruit called purple mangosteen, has soft white flesh 
rather like a leechie  and is  tasty. The second is called a Soursop, a native of 
the West Indies, and is a bit of an acquired taste. The flesh inside is white, 
stringy and a bit slimy, with a sweet/sour flavour and watermelon sized seeds 
scattered through it. Both are claimed to have unproven medicinal properties. 

We have on occasion seen durion - allegedly known as the king of fruit  - if 
you can get past the foul smell that pervaded everything in the area and stays 
there for days- and extraordinarily spiky skin. We braved one once and the 
flesh tasted a bit like a fruity blue vein cheese but Rosie wasn’t keen to go 
past a small mouthful and it kept 
repeating on me all afternoon after I 
ventured to eat a little more. Definitely an 
acquired taste! 

If you haven’t seen one before, here is a 
cocoa tree with ripening seedpods. What 
locals are doing is planting them between 
established coconut trees because of their 
lower profile, to double up on their cash 
crops. 

 Tramping 

This past weekend Dave did a guided 6hr walk up to 
the village of Pavaere with Virginia, Jenny and Tony 
from the Leprosy Mission and a local to guide us. 
This village is just below a prominent rocky outcrop 
just South of Arawa (the rounded remains of an 
eroded volcanic core visible in this picture ) The 
village is also the site of the local Digicel Cellphone 
transmitter. It having rained the day before, Rosie 
decided to bow out because of the likely slippery 
conditions, and (probably wisely) went snorkelling at 
Kieta with Murray Lindsay and Norah instead. The walk was enjoyable – more 
so now that I’ve taken to add salt and sugar to the water I take with me to 

 

 



replace the litres sweated out. (I think maintaining a balance of electrolytes is 
a real problem with physical exertion in the tropics – more people walking the 
famous Kokoda Trail on the mainland apparently die from drinking too much 
water than too little) We walked up along a winding overgrown slightly muddy 
track through gardens hacked out of the bush, and came back via a rather 
rough road. A heavy shower of rain soaked us through on the way back it 
wasn’t cold. The pictures below show:- 

1) the view of Arawa from near the top, including the newly cleared 
landing strip. Note that the story “Mr Pip” is being filmed at Pidia village 
which is along the shore on the far side of the bay; 

2) An unusual plant with leaves with multiple stalks up the leaf; 
3) An Ant Plant, where a colony of black ants live in the bulbous stem of 

the creeper, and both ants and plant benefit from the symbiotic 
relationship. 

   

 Grand parenting 

We are the proud (?) surrogate grandparents of two puppies. Girl, the black 
and white bitch who adopted us when we returned from Kimbe,  and who has 
been waddling pendulously around the streets, proudly produced 5 sturdy 
puppies on our front deck the other evening. The last thing Arawa needs is 
more dogs. As it appeared we have takers for two of them, it was up to me to 
dispose of the other three, despite last-minute grandmotherly protestations 
from Rosie to “leave one more”. The dirty deed was done without protestation 
from mum, who probably can only count 1 and many, and life has settled back 
to normality - apart from puppy squeals to add to the barking and midnight 
howling sessions. “Ow-ooOoo!”  

 

 

 

 


